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MEETING SUMMARY 

HERRING PLAN DEVELOPMENT TEAM WEBINAR 

February 15, 2017 

 
The Herring Plan Development Team (PDT) met via webinar on February 15, 2017 primarily to discuss 
outcomes from the recent Committee meeting on developing alternatives to address localized depletion 
and user conflicts in Amendment 8; provide recommendations for a range of ABC control rule 
alternatives for the Committee to consider in Amendment 8; and to review initial analyses of a tentative 
method for incorporating portside data into overall quota monitoring in the herring fishery.   
   
MEETING ATTENDANCE: Ms. Deirdre Boelke (Herring PDT Chair); Dr. Rachel Feeney (Council 
staff); Ms. Marianne Ferguson, Mr. Brant McAfee; Ms. Carrie Nordeen (NMFS GARFO staff); 
Dr. Madeleine Hall-Arber (MIT Sea Grant); Dr. Jonathon Deroba and Dr. Min-Yang Lee, and 
Ms. Sara Weeks (NEFSC staff); Dr. Matthew Cieri (MEDMR); and Mr. Micah Dean, 
(MADMF).  About a dozen members of the public participated as well. 
  

KEY OUTCOMES 

 The PDT reviewed the recent motions of the Herring Committee related to localized 
depletion and discussed several initial points to share with the Committee.  The PDT 
plans to review draft alternatives and rationale at a future meeting in late March for the 
Committee to consider at their next meeting.   

 The PDT discussed a method for identifying potential ABC control rule alternatives and 
will review updated analyses at a future meeting in late March.  

 The PDT discussed several recommendations for GARFO to consider when finalizing 
analyses of portside data.  The PDT plans to review updated analyses at a future meeting 
in late March.   
 

UPDATE ON DEVELOPMENT OF AMENDMENT 8 ALTERNATIVES TO ADDRESS LOCALIZED 
DEPLETION AND USER CONFLICTS 
Staff reviewed Committee recommendations from their meeting held on February 7, 2017.  The 
PDT made several comments about potential impacts and issues that should be considered in 
more detail when the DEIS is developed. 
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1. The rationale for the change of herring management boundaries in Amendment 1 
needs to be summarized for the Committee.  The PDT plans to revisit Amendment 1 
and dig up the rationale of that decision.  If there were biological reasons to support 
changing the boundaries, they need to be considered before they are potentially 
shifted back to address localized depletion/user conflict concerns.   The point was 
also made that the Area 1B quota is harvested relatively quickly most years, and if the 
boundaries change would the PDT need to change how sub-ACLs are allocated to the 
areas?  Would the Area 1B TAC increase, would that reduce the benefits of 
modifying the boundaries?   

2. The PDT discussed that if the primary intent of the LD/user conflict measures is to 
reduce intensive removals of herring, then the Committee may want to consider 
including more sub-options that apply to other gear types targeting herring and not 
just MWT gear.  For example, while some areas are traditionally fished with MWT 
gear only, that may not always be the case.  If relatively large areas are closed to 
MWT gear only, the incentives to fish for herring with other gear types may increase.  
A possible unintended consequence of closures to MWT gear only could be increased 
fishing activity by other gear types, which could have similar negative impacts on 
other users of herring (predator fisheries etc.).  As the PDT analyzes these alternatives 
some attention should be given to discussing the potential to switch gear type, costs 
involved, any other barriers that may be in place, etc.  The PDT will reach out to 
work with other PDTs to identify what regulatory measures are in place in other 
fisheries that could prevent some gear types, i.e. small mesh bottom trawl gear on 
Georges Bank. 

3. NMFS has explained that if this action is addressing the potentially negative 
economic impacts on other users of herring (predator fisheries and whale watching 
businesses) from localized depletion by the directed herring fishery, then the positive 
economic impacts on other users need to be demonstrated, even qualitatively.  The 
PDT will continue to explore if there are data sets available that can be used to better 
describe these impacts.  
 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AMENDMENT 8 ALTERNATIVES FOR ABC CONTROL RULE 
ALTERNATIVES 
Staff summarized input from the Committee from their January meeting.  In general, the Committee 
discussed the initial results and requested the PDT develop a range of options for the Committee to 
consider further.  Staff also summarized a letter of correspondence from a Committee member about 
potential ways to structure control rule alternatives. The PDT briefly reviewed the input and discussed 
that the general structure could be useful if it is easier for the public to consider one element of a control 
rule shape at a time.  Dr. Jon Deroba presented updated analyses of control rule alternatives.  It was 
discussed that while the PDT was hoping the Committee would identify what it wanted the control rule to 
achieve for some or all of the metrics, there were a handful of metrics that many stakeholders at the 
workshop were most focused on, and in some cases, certain control rule shapes provided the most contrast 
in results.   

4. The PDT discussed providing a range of control rule alternatives for the Committee 
to consider based on two approaches.  First, a basic approach that would identify a 
range of CR alternatives that cover a range of biomass based CR shapes, from less 
conservative to more conservative.  Second, the PDT plans to develop a “scoring 
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system” that will identify a sample of CR alternatives based on their overall 
performance.  Performance could be based on a number of things and since the 
Committee did not identify the specific yet the PDT could do it initially, and if 
needed the Committee could adjust later.  For example, the PDT discussed that the 
metrics that were identified by many stakeholder as important are: yield, SSB, 
probability of overfishing, and stability in yield.  Other metrics like tuna abundance 
was also identified as an important metric during the workshops, but since the results 
do not contrast much between control rules for that metric, it was not used as a metric 
in the scoring system.  But the results for that metric will still be presented and 
available.   

 
REVIEW PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF A TENTATIVE METHOD FOR INCORPORATING PORTSDIE DATA 

INTO OVERALL QUOTA MONITORING IN THE HERRING FISHERY 

Mr. Brant McAfee presented preliminary results of portside data.  He explained the overall 
methods used and identified various strengths and weaknesses of incorporating portside data.  
The PDT was in agreement with the general methods presented and provided some initial 
feedback that the Regional Office is going to further consider.  More work needs to be done and 
a future presentation is expected later in the spring with updated results.    

 
OTHER BUSINESS / FUTURE MEETINGS 
The PDT is planning to have a meeting in late March. 


